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Abstract
Cyberspace operations are redefining national security, the character of warfare, and the
struggle for power in the global environment. Yet, Joint Force Commanders continue to place
emphasis on kinetic warfare to the detriment of cyberspace operations, and often assume a
passive posture in integrating cyberspace operations into the joint planning process. In order to
achieve the optimal balance between the domains and apply operational art for the creation of a
formidable combined force, Joint Force Commanders must integrate cyberspace operations into
their understanding of combined arms to employ it effectively. While most Joint Force
Commanders would hardly claim that cyberspace operations are insignificant, many approach
cyberspace operations in a way that indicates otherwise. This is because Joint Force
Commanders lack a fundamental common understanding about the cyberspace domain that is
directly fueled by a lack of integration in cyberspace doctrine and theory, a lack of cyberspace
operations integration into the core curriculum of professional military education, and in the
cultural values that drive the development and selection of current and future Joint Force
Commanders. Addressing the lack of cyberspace integration into these three critical areas will
posture current and future Joint Force Commanders to employ cyberspace operations effectively
as part of combined arms to triumph against U.S. adversaries.

1
INTRODUCTION
During World War II, Admiral William Halsey’s leadership in the Pacific demonstrated a
masterful application of operational art with the employment of naval aviation. He integrated
aircraft carriers not merely as a substitution for battleships, but for the “creation of a modern,
combined-arms fleet, one that included submarines and land-based aviation,” that was lauded for
its innovation.1 Ten years earlier, Halsey earned his flying wings at the age of 52. This
experience shaped his understanding of naval aviation throughout his career and had an
enormous impact on the conduct of war in the Pacific theater in World War II. He considered
airpower to be integral to the future of the Navy and commented, "The naval officer in the next
war had better know his aviation, and good!”2 His understanding of aviation, along with his
developmental assignments in the Navy, and wargaming at the Naval War College, enabled him
to create a formidable combined force, transforming carriers from their previous use as a 'hitand-run' weapon to an elevated role for shielding amphibious forces and carrier battle.3
Halsey's example holds many lessons for the challenges the modern force is facing
concerning cyberspace operations (CO). In 1944, many naval leaders were preparing for fleeton-fleet decisive conflicts. Informed by his experience, Halsey saw beyond the paradigm
impeding his contemporaries to employ naval aviation effectively in the use of combined arms.
General Paul Nakasone, Commander, USCYBERCOM, said, “The environment we operate in
today is truly one of great power competition, and in these competitions, the locus of the struggle
for power has shifted towards cyberspace.”4 Yet modern Joint Force Commanders (JFC)
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continue to place emphasis on kinetic warfare to the detriment of CO.5 In order to achieve the
optimal balance between the domains and apply operational art for the creation of a formidable
combined force as Halsey did, JFCs must integrate CO into their understanding of combined
arms to employ it effectively.
This may seem counterintuitive, as one would be hard-pressed to find a JFC who would
claim that CO is insignificant, yet many JFCs approach CO in a way that indicates otherwise.
USCYBERCOM leadership shared they often reach out to JFCs to explain what CO can offer,
because JFCs do not automatically consider CO in their joint planning.6 This is because JFCs
lack a “shared cyberspace knowledge and an agreed operational approach to link cyberspace
missions and actions and place them in the larger context of joint operations.”7 Halsey proved
that experience with a domain directly impacts JFCs ability to employ it effectively in the larger
context of joint operations. JFCs are not integrating CO fully into joint planning because of a
lack of integration in cyberspace doctrinal and theoretical framework, professional military
education (PME), and the development of current and future JFCs.
Cyberspace Background
Before considering cyberspace integration, it is important to provide context. Colonel
(Retired) Michael Harasimowicz, former commander, 688th Cyberspace Wing, claimed the joint
force, “doesn’t know if cyberspace is a valuable part of our culture or if it’s a sideshow.”8 Yet,
CO is indispensible to joint warfighting as “it is impossible to fully employ today’s joint force
without leveraging cyberspace.”9 Admittedly, cyberspace considerations are new to joint
5

Timothy Noah, “Birth of a Washington Word—When Warfare gets ‘Kinetic,’” Slate, November 20, 2002.
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Sean Kern, “Expanding Combat Power Through Military Cyber Power Theory,” Joint Forces Quarterly 79, 4th
Quarter (2015), 89. https://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/jfq/jfq-79/jfq-79_88-95_Kern.pdf.
8
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warfighting. In 2011, Department of Defense (DoD) designated cyberspace an operational
domain noting that CO is redefining national security. Stability in cyberspace can to lead to
freedom of action in the physical domains by possessing superiority over machines independent
of their owners or by limiting adversary decision-making and command and control (C2).10 CO
is also vital to the collection, analysis, and utilization of intelligence and deterrence operations.11
While significant, cyberspace is challenging to understand. It is a man-made operating
space to exchange and exploit information, but has natural elements with physical characteristics
stemming from electromagnetic forces.12 Cyberspace is also a uniquely global domain where
effects are not limited to a geographical region, creating complications with command authorities
and levels of decision-making. Additionally, cyberspace conflict can occur at the speed of
computation, which requires JFCs’ time and space considerations to be more dynamic and
complex.13 Due to the complexities, thinking about cyberspace among the joint force has been
uneven. Even the term ‘cyberspace’ is misleading, when cyberspace consists of thousands of
networks and ‘cyberspaces’ comprised of government and commercial infrastructure.14 It is
considered a non-kinetic domain, yet exists in the physical world in the form of machines,
cables, and infrastructure. Experts caution that calling cyberspace a domain implies an inaccurate
homogeneous nature, and viewing it as merely another warfighting domain obscures the
distinctions it has from the kinetic domains of air, land, sea, and space.15 Yet cyberspace shares
similarities with the kinetic domains, which require mental agility to recognize when to employ
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and deviate from traditional warfighting concepts. Like Halsey learning a new combat system at
52, JFCs will need similar mental flexibility to employ CO for maximum combat power.
Cyberspace Framework Lacks Cohesion
The doctrinal and theoretical framework for CO must be cohesive in order for JFCs and
planners to think about CO in common terms. Harasimowicz lamented that the “lack of precision
in our language has haunted cyber leaders. You can create a lack of expertise and make
problems worse by being imprecise.”16 The foundation of precision in language and thinking
about CO is rooted in doctrine and theory, which enable a common understanding of what a
domain is, how the joint force can employ it, and facilitates a standard operating language.17 The
problem for JFCs is that joint doctrine is incoherent and the CO theory is nonexistent.
Doctrinal Inconsistencies
The doctrinal framework for CO across the joint force does not approach CO in an
integrated way. Some doctrine is quite thorough in integrating CO, like cyberspace operations
and multi-domain operations doctrine, while others, like C2 and joint fire support doctrine,
exhibit inconsistencies that contribute to a misunderstanding of how to employ CO.18
Defense leaders recognize traditional C2 doctrine has substantial limitations when
applied to cyberspace, namely speed and agility, but have not yet updated it to address these
challenges.19 C2 doctrine is critical because there is “a near total-reliance on cyberspace” to
communicate, exercise C2, and move information to decision-makers across all levels of war.20
The DoD owns more than 15,000 networks interconnected by commercial infrastructure, which
16

Michael C. Harasimowicz, interview with the author, April 22 2020.
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means JFCs often lack exclusive control of all key cyber terrain and must understand and
incorporate these limitations into their joint planning process.21 Speed and agility considerations
for C2 doctrine are vital for JFCs because cyberspace has unique flexibility of terrain and a lack
of object permanence, resulting in defending content and activity and not specific terrain.22
Experts from the Army Cyber Institute stated, “Our C2 doctrine does not envision an
environment where objects can appear, disappear, reappear, and change at computational
speed.”23 Fully integrated C2 doctrine would influence joint planning considerations in
recognition that cyberspace defense may be as agile as offense. It is more concerned with
protecting content and function versus defending a particular piece of land, sea, or airspace.24
Integrating CO is absolutely critical because, if it is not done correctly, it can create
confusion as evidenced by joint fire support doctrine.25 While integrating CO into joint doctrine
helps put CO into a standard joint lexicon, experts argue this particular instance of integration
did not effectively allow for CO mission growth and attempted to apply it to instances that were
not applicable. This stems from an oversimplification of the effectiveness Joint Task ForceARES’s (JTF-ARES) operations had in combining CO with kinetic warfare. 26 Established to
counter ISIS cyberspace activity, JTF-ARES executed offensive CO to disable and degrade ISIS
cyberspace efforts. While many aspects are still classified, one known operation included using
CO means to disable ISIS command posts one by one, forcing ISIS to reveal other command
posts in Iraq and Syria. Once revealed, joint forces launched ground attacks and disabled these
21
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operating posts.27 While JTF-ARES proves how effective CO can be in contributing to the
achievement of kinetic ends, the full impact of CO goes far beyond kinetic effects.28
One case that disputes the joint fire support framework was USCYBERCOM’s operation
to counter Russian election interference in the 2018-midterm elections. USCYBERCOM acted
unilaterally in cyberspace to monitor individual operators and disable networks of the Internet
Research Agency.29 Experts contend this is a notable example of where the joint fire support
framework ceased to be useful in executing autonomous CO.30 While integrating CO into
doctrine cohesively is crucial for a shared understanding, doing so in a way that does not account
for nuance and complexities perpetuates misunderstanding.
Needed Cyberspace Theory
Beyond doctrine, theory for CO does not exist. Military cyber power theory would aid
decision-makers with a common understanding of how to employ CO to achieve military
objectives and political ends.31 Viewing operations through this lens is vital for the Joint Force
Cyber Component Commander to provide the best military advice to JFCs, and for JFCs and
planners to consider, plan for, and generate expanded combat power.32 A cohesive theory of
cyberspace should address the intertwining of human and cyberspace activity, how cyberspace
facilitates achieving objectives, and how CO contributes to the pursuit of victory.33 Based on
clear doctrine and theory of CO, the DoD could generate precise and tailored cyberspace policy.

27
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As graduated cyber commanders noted, a critical lesson from their tenure was the need for DoD
policies to alleviate issues like C2 complications that adversely impacted CO employment.34
Military cyber theory would also classify CO among the levels of war, which has been a
chronic issue plaguing CO in joint operations. Historically, decision-makers at the national and
department levels viewed CO as a matter of national policy, which stemmed from the
sensitivities concerning the potential unintended global effects of CO.35 The result was a
resistance to embrace the operational and tactical implications for CO, and centralizing decisionmaking at the highest levels of command. Some centralization stemmed from senior leaders’ risk
aversion due and limited understanding of CO.36 There has been some progress in this area with
new release authorities recently being delegated to USCYBERCOM.37 However, experts contend
more authority should be at the operational and, potentially, tactical level.38 Issues of delegation
with global impact potential are highly complex, but, at a minimum, this debate highlights the
need for cohesive cyber theory to ensure CO authorities are delegated to the correct level for
joint warfighting success. Additionally, theory and doctrine should be continuously modified to
address the changing character of war and address gaps in current military thinking.
Integrate Cyberspace into Professional Military Education
Shortcomings with the doctrinal and theoretical framework for CO would be less
significant if JFCs had an educational background that equipped them to engage in cyberspace.
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) designated “Globally Integrated Operations in
the Information Environment” to be part of Joint PME curriculum, yet most institutions spend

34

Jason Healey and Karl Grindal. “Lessons from the First Cyber Commanders.” Atlantic Council. March 14, 2012.
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/lessons-from-the-first-cyber-commanders/
35
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37
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38
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only days on the subject.39 In addition to the required framework, the joint force requires much
more exposure to the cyberspace domain throughout their careers to promote familiarity and
fluency. Lieutenant General John Shanahan, Director of the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center,
contends that adequate exposure entails, "the right combination of education and training,
experimentation, wargames, and exposure to modeling and simulation…[and] how to apply
theory to real-world use cases.”40 PME is where current and future JFCs and planners establish
and deepen their understanding of each domain, learn the interrelationships between them, and
gain hands-on experience with the domains when possible.
Fundamentals of Cyberspace
PME must have an expanded emphasis on the employment of CO as a warfighting
domain. Meeting the intent of CJCS guidance requires more time allocated to the study of CO
and diversity in teaching methods. Harasimowicz argued, “If we want to say we value multidomain warfare, there’s a responsibility to learn about each of those domains beyond a
superficial level.” PME is an ideal time to learn the fundamentals of cyberspace, contextualize
CO by bridging from similar kinetic domains, and recognize the human element in cyberspace.
PME can help bridge the technical gap by building from familiar domains. Many JFCs
and planners often view CO as “too technical,” but multiple experts highlight the similarities it
bears to the maritime domain.41 Sir Julian Corbett wrote, "The normal position is not a
commanded sea, but an uncommanded sea.”42 Richard Crowell highlights the parallel to the
maritime domain, as cyberspace, like the sea, is vast and virtually impossible to "command" in

39

JPME Chairman's Special Areas of Emphasis (SAE) for Academic Years 20 and 21, Joint Chiefs of Staff,
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40
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41
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the traditional sense. 43 The struggle within the cyber and maritime domains is to attain some
modicum of control concerning access and use of the domain, which Corbett describes as the
"object" of warfare.44 JFCs achieve a semblance of control in both domains through balancing
the operational factors of time, space, and force, and sequencing warfighting functions as
required.45 While the character of warfare in cyberspace may have distinct time, space, and force
considerations, the governing principles are highly applicable.
The human interface with technology is imbedded in PME and building onto this
foundation is necessary to understand the relationship between humans and machines and
contextualize the significance of cyber warfare in future conflicts. States and non-state actors
will defend and use content, connectivity, and understanding to achieve operational objectives
and strategic ends.46 Armed with this understanding, future JFCs will be able to integrate CO
innovatively and gain a critical competitive advantage. The human element of CO is significant
because it involves people, their habits, and the way they operate.47 In the fight against ISIS, one
cyberspace operator recalled learning the adversary, their habits, account names, passwords,
applications on their phones, and which e-mails they open.48 Cyberspace operators at
USCYBERCOM closely resembled highly trained snipers, studying targets to know precisely the
ideal time to exploit their target when they received the command "fire!"49 The human-factors
elements were as integral to the operation as traditional CO functions like writing lines of code.50

43
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As joint leaders deepen their understanding of the cyberspace domain, they will be able to
employ cyber forces differently than, but as effectively as, air, land, sea, and space forces.51
Integrated Curriculum, Integrated Thinking
Thinking about CO in an integrated manner is difficult when PME does not integrate CO
fully into its curriculum. Using the Naval War College as an example, the weeklong Future
Warfighting Symposium was beneficial for increasing exposure to future warfighting domains.
However, the separate construct perpetuates viewing CO as a “sideshow,” when it should be
integrated into the core curriculum. Some might agree CO should be integrated, but argue it is
difficult to determine what to remove from the current curriculum. Future JFCs and planners will
employ CO in areas of international relations, strategy, and operations and the curriculum should
prioritize material that highlights the cyberspace elements in these areas.
International relations courses already focus on contemporary issues. Selecting readings
that highlight the impact of CO and non-kinetic warfare in the increasingly politicized
warfighting environment will be of ultimate value to future joint leaders making political,
diplomatic, and economic considerations. Additionally, CO will only continue to increase in
diplomatic and political significance as the example of USCYBERCOM’s operations to prevent
Russian election interference indicates. For strategy courses, JTF-ARES’ operations against ISIS
highlight the interrelationship of CO and kinetic operations, and are a significant lesson learned
from the ‘wars’ in the Middle East. CO is also an ideal consideration for strategy courses that
include understanding the arc of technology in warfare throughout history and its evolving
employment. Humans historically misunderstood new domains as they were introduced. In 1932,
Stanley Baldwin argued that the, “bomber will always get through,” demonstrating a gross

51
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miscalculation of air warfare in World War II.52 Airpower is analogous to cyberspace because it
required JFCs and planners to alter their thinking about the character of war to account for
unique capabilities airpower brought to the joint fight.53 Finally, joint planning courses should
prioritize material integrating CO employment into sessions focused on combined arms, C2,
multi-domain operations, tabletop exercises, and wargaming.
Wargaming
Wargaming, modeling, and simulation provide hands-on experience to aid joint leaders
toward an intuitive understanding of the domain. Harasimowicz exposed General John Hyten,
then Commander of Air Force Space Command, to a simple cyberspace wargaming session that
mirrored the game “capture the flag” and included finding and patching vulnerabilities as well as
identifying and exploiting adversary vulnerabilities. After the four-hour period, the cyberspace
wing commander was able to have more advanced conversations with the general about CO.
Structured, simple, and introductory wargaming is crucial because, “it gives a feeling of what it
means to exist in the domain.”54 Joint planning courses already include wargaming as part of
their curriculum, and even a few hours would provide future JFCs and planners an intuitive
experience to understand the cyberspace domain in a new way.55
Joint Leader Development
A proper framework and cyberspace experience are of limited benefit to JFCs if their
efforts to integrate CO into joint planning are inhibited by senior leadership who do not
understand the cyberspace domain. Many senior leaders have risen to the top by proving their
ability to direct joint operations in the air, land, sea, and space domains, and often rely on past
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expertise versus developing new capabilities. The result has been relegating CO to a secondary
domain and a lag in operationalizing it for combat power. Major General Brett Williams,
Director of Operations for the Joint Staff, argued, “there is too much at stake for our senior
leaders not to understand CO in the same way they understand operations in the other
domains.”56 Senior leaders drive which assignments the force values, hinder or accelerate CO
integration, and set the stage for the optimal blend of experience for future joint leadership.
Assignments
Assignments, and longer exposure, are highly beneficial to building experience with new
technology to empower innovative combined arms employment. As Halsey’s example shows,
JFCs and planners are directly influenced by their experiences in assignments. However, service
culture drives which assignments rising leaders see as desirable, and senior leadership influences
service culture by rewarding, hiring, and promoting officers with desired experience. 57 Senior
leaders valuing CO is crucial for rising leaders to gain vital career CO experience, and antiquated
thinking deters future JFCs from needed experience by driving their efforts elsewhere.
Accelerate Cyberspace Integration
There is a cost to traditional thinking. The Air Force considered nominating leaders from
space and cyberspace domains to be the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) but ultimately
nominated leaders from the air domain due to concerns about deviating from conventional
wisdom too fast too soon. Harasimowicz shared a major challenge to retaining cyberspace talent
and executing CO was the CSAF’s view that CO was a strategic issue. This thinking hamstrung
the unit’s CO efforts and made clear to cyberspace operators (and the Air Force) that CO was
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“someone else’s job.”58 Leaders who lack the necessary experience to value emerging domains
complicate the perceived value and intellectual investment these domains deserve.
In contrast, the rise of cyberspace leaders to some senior joint positions has had positive
effects. Like Halsey, many officers serving in senior cyberspace roles hail from other functional
communities and had a steep learning curve to be successful in these roles. Regardless, those
with cyberspace experience lobbied their services tirelessly for reorganization like 16th Air
Force, which consolidated non-kinetic functions and removed stovepipes. These leaders
championed CO as a supporting role to combatant commanders and not merely independent
functions, but even they admit their development is not a template to follow for the future.59
Set the Stage
It is unwise to assume the tremendous, yet incomplete, progress made with CO will
continue without experienced CO professionals in command of joint organizations.60 As with
Halsey’s example, the joint force needs leaders who understand the cyberspace domain and drive
it toward the necessary measures to employ it effectively. These leaders will ensure the joint
force maintains its competitive edge for success in future conflicts.61 If General Nakasone is
correct in stating the struggle for power is shifting toward CO, it is time for the joint force to
think seriously about developing and selecting Combatant Commanders, Service Chiefs, and
JFCs who have extensive CO experience as future warfighting success will depend on it.
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Conclusion
Cyberspace has enormous significance for current and future national defense operations,
and JFCs struggle to fully integrate CO because of its complexity, unique characteristics, and
difficulty in transitioning their thinking toward this new kind of warfare. While these challenges
are substantial, steps toward solving these challenges include making the CO doctrinal and
theoretical framework cohesive; integrating CO into PME through curriculum adjustments and
wargaming; and, developing senior leaders who understand and will advocate for the
significance of CO and organize the force for its effective employment. Much like Halsey, these
measures will better equip future JFCs to employ CO effectively as part of combined arms to
triumph against U.S. adversaries.
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